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Welcome to the third of our regular
newsletters in which we summarise
evidence-based healthy lifestyle practices.
This issue represents a slight departure as
we focus on the Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2)
– specifically on the possible positive and
negative long term consequences of the
pandemic, on how to minimise the impact
of this and other chronic and infectious
diseases, the issue of planetary health, and
how we can understand the spread of the
disease through dynamic maps.
Enjoy
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Forthcoming Events
New Paradigm Health Meetup (19:30 – 21:00): Date not yet fixed due to the ongoing uncertainty re. Coronavirus.
Venue: St. Andrew’s Church Refectory, Congresbury.
Join us for an informal gathering to discuss health-related issues. The topic of this meeting will be: Supplements – How
to Navigate the Maze.
Resilience: One Day to Boost your Body’s Defences against Acute and Chronic Disease (09:30 – 17:00): Date not yet
fixed due to the ongoing uncertainty re. Coronavirus.
Venue: Old School Rooms, Congresbury.
£50 for the day including food, drinks, a workshop manual and world class facilitation (if we say so ourselves). This is a
once in a lifetime offer.

Coronavirus: Too Good – Too Bad
In the current crisis, it would be easy to focus on the
dark side, but it's been very clear that many people have
discovered some treasures buried in the unwanted gift
that is the COVID-19 pandemic.
In this article, I examine the potential for both positive
and negative outcomes for what has been dubbed the
Post-Pandemic Planet. I have classified these
observations under eight categories as summarised in
the table below. Good and bad, like beauty, can be in
the eye of the beholder so what I have put under the
good column may be considered to be bad by some
observers and vice versa.

Focusing on the first category, many people have come
to be aware, for the first time, that most infectious
diseases that affect humans originate in animals.
Condemnation of the wildlife trade has been rife and
there has been a lot of talk about prevention of
“spillovers” by conserving biodiversity. Unfortunately,
less attention has been given to the role of factory farms
as incubators for pandemics.
On the negative side of the leger, my concern is that
many people will come to fear wild animals and even
nature itself, and spend even more time indoors,
indulge in obsessive hygiene and dress as if they are in
an operating theatre.

Click here to read the Too Good – Too Bad article in full

Surfing Coronavirus Waves with an Immune-boosting Lifestyle

It appears that lockdown is helping to flatten the
curve of COVID-19 cases, but lockdown cannot
continue indefinitely. So how are we going to cope
with the possible second and subsequent waves?
Many people are hoping that a vaccine will emerge,
like a knight in shining armour, to save the day. But
there are many reasons to be cautious about the
prospects for a safe and effective vaccine against
SARS-CoV-2. Despite decades of considerable effort,
no vaccine has been released against a coronavirus.
There has been a similar lack of success in attempts
to develop safe and effective vaccines against
malaria and AIDS. Although the investments being
made to develop a vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 are
unprecedented, the process typically takes many
years, and if things are fast tracked it may involve
compromises on safety. For example, there is the
phenomenon of immunity backfiring (so-called
“immunity enhancement”) in which those who had
received vaccines and were later exposed to the
virus developed more severe disease than those
who had not been vaccinated. Time is required to
assess such possibilities.
The second horn of the vaccine dilemma is the issue
of effectiveness. Coronaviruses evolve rapidly with
the potential to escape vaccine-induced immunity
resulting in an ‘evolutionary arms race’, technology
on one side is pitted against nature on the other.
This process is exemplified by the efforts to fight
influenza through vaccination. Flu viruses mutate
rapidly so the vaccine needs to be modified every
season. In the absence of a time machine it is
impossible to know how the virus will mutate so
developers base the vaccine on previous dominant
strain.

An extensive review of influenza vaccine
effectiveness studies concluded that influenza
vaccines can provide moderate protection against
virologically confirmed influenza, but such
protection is greatly reduced or absent in some
seasons. Furthermore, even though the vaccine
provided some protection for healthy adults 18
to 65 years of age, there is a paucity of evidence
for protection in adults 65 years of age and older.
All of this information can be very disempowering,
with a life of fear, isolation and loneliness at one
end, and hope against hope on the other. But there
is a place of empowerment in the middle. This is the
province of lifestyle medicine, a place where we can
take charge of our personal health outcomes when
it comes to chronic and infectious diseases as a
whole; instead of being outsourcing our health in
the face of today’s or tomorrow’s bogeyman.
In the article Surfing Coronavirus Waves with an
Immune-boosting Lifestyle I unpack the Seven
Pillars of Pillars of a Healthy Lifestyle: A Wholefood
Plant-Rich Diet; Frequent Movement; Sound Sleep
Effective Breathing; Psycho-Social Health; A Healthy
Environment; and Personal Empowerment
I outline some of the habits that Julie and I have
developed to put these pillars into practice
including the diet we follow, our breathing
practices, the use of hot and cold therapies, and
some of the modalities we practice to manage
psychosocial stress. The article is extensively
referenced and includes links to some of valuable
books that go into more detail on each set of
lifestyle practices.

Click here to read the Surfing Coronavirus Waves article in full

Planetary Health: The Tie that Binds Epidemics, Chronic Disease,
Climate Change, Biodiversity and a Whole Lot More

My Welsh is extremely limited and mostly gleaned
from road signs – Araf means slow, Caerdydd is
Cardiff, and Abertawe is Swansea. The one Welsh
word I actually do use from time to time is Cynefin
(pronounced kuh-NEV-in), a word that has no direct
English equivalent. It is often translated as ‘habitat’
but that is a very narrow definition. Its more precise
meaning is ‘a place of our multiple belongings’. To
me this conveys the sense that we all stand at the
centre of our own universe but enmeshed in a web
of interdependent domains such as: religion; culture;
geography; and local, national and global economies
and environments, about which we may be only
dimly aware. Tugging at one strand of this web has
ramifications at every level.

I set the scene by looking at our current norm of
crisis management/’reactive mode’ in which we
address individual crises in isolation leading to tradeoffs and the “panic-amnesia cycle” and then look at
the ties that bind these crises as a foundation upon
which to develop wholistic and proactive solutions.

For me, planetary health is that place of our multiple
belongings. And the COVID-19 pandemic is the tug
that has helped to reveal the reality that we all stand
at the centre of a complex web, with no strand
labelled “none of your business.” The article I
produced on planetary health highlights uses the
theme of COVID-19 and infectious disease as a whole
to highlight the interconnections with climate
change, mass animal rearing, biodiversity loss,
pollution, and chronic disease incidence via the
personal and planetary “stress bucket” (I explain the
stress bucket concept in the article but anybody who
has been to my various talks will know what I am
referring to).

Biodiversity loss has accentuated the spillover of wild
animal diseases into human habitats. Poverty and
food insecurity increase the demand for the
consumption of wild animals, which shortens the
odds of viral transmission through infected bodily
fluids.

The article has been a labour of love, bringing
together my passions for conservation, the
environment and human health.

Climate change is likely to increase our vulnerability
to infectious disease as illustrated by ‘canaries in the
coalmine’ such as the beautiful honeycreepers of
Hawaii.
Mass animal rearing fuelled by an apparently
insatiable desire for meat provide a veritable witches’
cauldron for shape-shifting viruses of pandemic
potential. It is also a crucible for antibiotic resistance
and the rise of superbugs.

Pollution increases people’s susceptibility to both
chronic and infectious disease.
Chronic diseases can transform infectious diseases
from mere inconveniences into a matter of life or
death.
I also address the importance of sustainable
economic development as a major influence on
health outcomes.
In the final section, I propose a way forward - building
resilience at the individual, community and planetary
levels.

Click here to read the Planetary Health article in full

Coronavirus – The Map is Not the Territory
Maps and charts are important communication tools and can shape our perceptions in an instant. All maps
are abstractions, and there is a balance between accuracy and simplicity.
In my blog posted on the New Paradigm Health Coronavirus page - COVID-19: Months into Minutes, I argue
that most of the maps we see on a daily basis have important limitations. They provide a current snapshot of
the situation, so do not allow us to follow the trajectory of the disease over space and time. They also tend to
use total figures of reported cases per country. This can exaggerate the relative severity of the situation in
large and/or populous countries (notably India and Russia), so a per capita measure would provide a more
comparable metric. The map below, used in an excellent Newsweek article, is representative of the typical
maps we see every day. They provide useful summaries but do not capture the patterns as they unfold over
time.
I have sought to square this circle by
producing the heat maps (or more
precisely choropleth maps) that are
posted on YouTube.
The updated COVID-19 time-series
video I put together to map the
progress of the coronavirus pandemic
(Jan - May) is linked to below and
embedded in the blog. The pattern of
pandemic spread is mapped out in the
first 3 minutes, and the rest of the
video explores some of the possible
reasons for the observed patterns climate/UV, smoking, air pollution,
mobility patterns, age distribution,
management practices, and dubious
data.
Unlike most maps I have seen, my
maps show deaths rather than cases
as the testing rate around the world
varies so much. Of course, I do realise
the mortality data also has
shortcomings

Click here to read the months into minutes blog in full

Whole Food Plant-Rich Recipe
Creamy Mushroom Risotto
This recipe, adapted from Wallflower Kitchen, is the easiest
risotto I have ever made. It takes 10 minutes to prepare and 30
minutes to cook.

Ingredients to serve three
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 tbsp olive oil (optional)
1 medium white onion, diced
3 garlic cloves, minced
200 g mixed mushrooms, chopped
200 g risotto rice
1000 ml vegetable stock (or 800 ml stock & 200 ml white wine)
1 tbsp apple cider vinegar
4 tbsp nutritional yeast flakes
Fresh parsley, to serve
Salt and pepper, to taste

Directions
•
•
•
•
•

fry the onions and on a medium-low heat until softened (use oil or water for frying).
Add the mushrooms and cook for one more minute.
Stir in the risotto rice and immediately pour in the stock and vinegar. Bring to a boil then simmer for approx. 30
minutes or until all the liquid has been absorbed and the rice is cooked. Add more hot water, if necessary.
Once cooked, stir in the nutritional yeast, stir in a handful of chopped fresh parsley and season with salt and pepper.
Serve with vegetables/salad of your choice and enjoy!

Variations
Try adding: a large handful of spinach, wild garlic leaves, roasted aubergines, sweet potato, chickpeas, or butterbeans.

THE FINAL WORD

Please Note
The information presented in this newsletter is based on professional training,
personal experience and interpretation of information from articles, medical
journals or books and is for informational and educational purposes only. It is
not an attempt by New Paradigm Health Limited to diagnose or prescribe.
Readers are advised to contact their primary or specialist medical health
professional before making medical, nutritional, lifestyle or any other healthrelated changes.

